
A welcoming, inclusive and environmentally responsible building that can serve 
current generations and adapt for future ones.

1: Nature led approach – new buildings and public realm with high levels 
of sustainability - circular materials, natural daylight, renewable sources of 
heating, cooling and power.

2: A statement of intent - landmark buildings and landscape that enhance the 
image of the town centre, delivers transformational socioeconomic outcomes 
and creates added ‘place shaping’ impact for Lowestoft.

3: Design that strikes a careful balance between a landmark street presence, 
and a serene, simple structure that expresses its identity through materiality 
and form.

4: Built for the whole community – a modern, playful and inviting environment 
that people want to use every day.

5: Spaces free from clutter, flexible and modifiable according to needs of the 
user and changes of uses over time.

“This project can become the catalyst for bringing much needed increased 
vibrancy to Lowestoft town centre and enhancement of the Cultural Quarter as 
part of the town centre masterplan. The development will reinforce the distinctive 
qualities and character of Lowestoft and the region for all ages to enjoy.”

(HemDes)

Leisure / Activity 
The existing car park structure provides 
opportunity for leisure interventions such 
as climbing walls, pop up cinemas, skate 
parks, go karting etc.

Performance / Exhibitions  
Flexible 10,000 Sqft of the flexible 
performance space which can be divided 
by partition to create a series of smaller 
space or be used as one large event space 

Creative Culture / Meanwhile Use 
Creative cultural activities such as grow 
workshops and interactive sculptures on 
the rooftop as well as pop up bars and 
restaurants 

Performance Making  
Studios to facilitate creative cultural 
activities or retail opportunities whilst 
engaging with the public realm

Informal Space 
Opportunity for exhibition - becoming an 
extension of the public realm encouraging 
informal activation of the internal space 

Restaurant  
Food offering at ground floor to provide a well-rounded scheme 
helping to increase footfall into the development and increased 
dwell time whilst also supporting events taking place within the 
development , restaurant faces onto the public realm to further 
activate the area

Flexible Space   
Additional Mixed use flexible space on first floor 
with potential uses for conferences, talks,smaller 
performances and rehearsals.

Creative Cultural Spaces 
Additional Creative cultural spaces - well suited 
to model making, sewing , arts crafts workshops 
and outreach work 

Competitive Leisure
Competitive leisure activities occupy the 
first floor above peacocks with visual links 
to the high-street

Performance 
External performance space within the 
civic square - an extension of the internal 
performance spaces 

Informal Spill out 
External seating and landscaped routes 
drawing users into the development and 
increase dwell time  
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